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Abstract

Robust methods for representing, generaliz-
ing, and sharing knowledge across different
robotic systems and configurations are im-
portant in many domains of robotics research
and application. In this paper we present
a framework for capturing robot capability
and process specification to simplify the shar-
ing and reuse of knowledge between robots
in manufacturing environments. A SysML
model is developed that represents knowl-
edge about system capabilities in the form of
simple skills and skill primitives that can be
used in different situations or contexts. We
present a discussion of the form this model
takes and advantages of this type of repre-
sentation, as well as a demonstration of how
the model can be applied to different assem-
bly tasks.

1. Introduction

The popularity of robotics today is growing across
all industries. Even in manufacturing, where robots
have traditionally been commonplace, new research
has aimed at investigating how to insert robotics even
more into the manufacturing and assembly process.
However, this is still a process that is fraught with
difficulty, and there are a number of issues that can
arise. One problem that continues to plague the adop-
tion of robotics at all levels of industry is one simple
fact: programming robots is hard. It requires deep
technical knowledge, it is time consuming, and pro-
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gramming robots is done by specification with respect
to the system requirements. Other issues have to do
with establishing the system in the first place. When
a factory is setting up a robotic or automation system
to run in a manufacturing environment, there is nor-
mally a lot of care that goes into designing the setup.
The system must be well-characterized, the environ-
ment must be known and structured and well-defined,
and a lot of programming must be done to get the
robot to perform its task, usually by a trained robot
technician; and all efforts are made to keep the robot
in a certain operating state and the environment in its
predetermined, structured state, so that the system is
calibrated such that it can continue to complete the
task. However, there are often changes that need to
be made to the system. Robots may need to be up-
graded to newer models, or something may change in
the manufacturing process or the tooling, or the robot
may be required to perform a new task. When some-
thing changes like this, a lot of work has to be dupli-
cated to realize this new system. The old system needs
to be reconfigured and recalibrated, the environmental
structure redefined, and the trained robot technician
will need to do all of the task-specific programming
again.

The question that must then be asked in this case is
if there is a way to take this knowledge that already
exists in the system, the knowledge relevant to the
task, the environmental constraints, and the robot’s
own capabilities, and try to capture this knowledge
and represent it in a way that makes this process more
efficient. How can we not lose all of that knowledge
that has been put into the system, and preserve at
least some of it to be shared and used at a later time,
possibly in another system or context?

For this to happen there needs to be a method for
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modeling the tasks necessary to enable the robot to
achieve its programming objective, along with the re-
quirements, constraints, and skills needed to accom-
plish those tasks. To that end, this paper proposes
a taxonomy-based knowledge transfer framework that
can capture the knowledge a robot has about tasks
and environmental constraints, as well as its own ca-
pabilities and configuration. This knowledge is repre-
sented in the form of a skill taxonomy that describes
the hierarchy of skills that the robot possesses, as well
as the requirements and constraints on those skills.
The model will be utilized to generalize skill use across
manufacturing processes, as well as the creation of a li-
brary or collection of high level, commonly used skills.
This library of skills will be used to demonstrate that
the framework can generalize enough to show abstrac-
tion of processes, as shown in two different assembly
tasks.

This paper will proceed as follows. We will first ad-
dress previous work done in the area of knowledge
reuse in general robotic systems, including work done
in programming by demonstration, industrial manu-
facturing, and knowledge representation in domestic
and service robotics, in section 2. Section 3 will then
discuss the proposed assembly taxonomy, along with
the different components that compose the taxonomy
and the justification for their inclusion. A motivating
demonstration involving different assembly tasks will
be presented and discussed in section 4, and a brief dis-
cussion of the conclusions and future work will follow
in section 5.

2. Related Work

The idea of knowledge transfer, or sharing knowledge
across systems, is not a new concept. There has been
a lot of work over the years that has investigated the
most efficient way to accomplish this, though most of
this work has focused solely on only one knowledge
transfer modality. This section will highlight some im-
portant areas of knowledge transfer.

Key to the idea of knowledge transfer is the concept
of knowledge representation. There have been many
different types of knowledge representations that have
been proposed to try and capture the knowledge in a
robot system, and to best represent that knowledge
with respect to certain requirements and constraints
on the system. In the Programming by Demonstration
paradigm, this is accomplished by modeling knowl-
edge about the motion and task. One approach en-
codes task knowledge as a function of motion. Exam-
ples of this type of representation include dynamical
systems (Ijspeert et al., 2001) and object-action com-

plexes (Krüger et al., 2011). Lyons, et. al. (Lyons
& Arbib, 1989) defines a model for robot computation
using port automata. Kosecka, et. al. (Kosecka & Ba-
jcsy, 1993) used a discrete event systems framework to
model tasks and behaviors. Other work includes that
of Dantam, which takes a grammar-based approach to
represent sensorimotor information (Dantam & Stil-
man, 2011).

Another approach represents important task and sys-
tem knowledge symbolically, such as using skill trees
(Konidaris et al., 2011) or topological task graphs (Ab-
bas & MacDonald, 2011). This symbolic approach
to knowledge representation assumes that the system
has more inherent knowledge (it knows how the re-
lationships between the symbols and physical instan-
tiations behave), while it allows for the modeling of
more high-level concepts than motion-based represen-
tations. Work by Kress-Gazit, et. al., (Kress-Gazit
et al., 2011), (Finucane et al., 2010) uses linear tempo-
ral logic to model task specifications to produce correct
robot controllers for different tasks. Some researchers
have used this symbolic approach to address the issue
of knowledge reuse or knowledge transfer in areas out-
side of manufacturing, including (Ekvall et al., 2006),
(Ekvall & Kragic, 2006), (Nicolescu & Mataric, 2003).

There is also work that has been done in represent-
ing specifically manufacturing and assembly objec-
tives, such as in the application of Petri Nets (Rosell,
2004). Another approach is the work of de Mello
and Sanderson (Homem de Mello & Sanderson, Apr),
which uses AND/OR graphs to enumerate all possi-
ble paths through the assembly process to get to the
overall objective (e.g. an assembled product.) The pa-
per then proposes to use a graph search algorithm to
find an appropriate path through the graph based on
specific problem specifications.

Ontologies have been used in many different frame-
works as a representational tool for sharing knowledge
(primarily semantic or relational knowledge) between
systems. Systems like ConceptNet (Liu & Singh, 2004)
(which utilizes the MIT Open Mind Common Sense
database (Singh et al., 2002)) and CYC (Lenat, 1995)
attempt to model human commonsense knowledge as
a relational ontology, with a small, predefined set of
semantic relationships determining how concepts are
tied together. KNOWROB (Tenorth & Beetz, 2009)
is a robot-specific framework that bases its knowledge
representation on an ontological implementation, here
using OWL2 (Hitzler et al., 27 October 2009) as the
ontology standard. The ontology is defined around
concepts and relations important for robots operating
in the real world.
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Recent work has also been done by Balakirsky, et. al.
(Balakirsky et al., 2012) to define a knowledge repre-
sentation for industrial robotics. This representation
is similarly based on the OWL ontology standard. In
this work the authors attempt to provide a method of
structuring knowledge in such as way as to be able to
reuse it for different problems. This work also proposes
a multi-layered knowledge representation. The work in
this paper likewise proposes a multi-layered represen-
tation, but at a different level of abstraction. It also
differs fundamentally from the work of Balakirsky in
that this representation is proposed to improve not
only modularity in knowledge, but also usability and
intuitiveness for users.

The last research area presented in this section is
that of actual systems or frameworks that are specifi-
cally designed for knowledge transfer. Given a specific
knowledge representation, a number of other projects
have addressed the problem of representing, storing,
and transferring knowledge between various robotic
systems.

In the SIARAS (Skill-based Inspection and Assem-
bly of Reconfigurable Automation Systems) project
(SIARAS, 2011), a system is developed to assist in
the automatic reconfiguration of automation systems.
This is done due to the need for light-weight (low over-
head) processes to address current manufacturing de-
mands. System components are designed both to rep-
resent skills and parameters, as well as the process
flow. This is done using a specific ontology. A skill
server is designed to aid a human operator to match
process requirements with the representations in the
database.

Another project working on robot deployment in man-
ufacturing environments in the ROSETTA (RObot
control for Skilled ExecuTion of Tasks in natural inter-
action with humans; based on Autonomy, cumulative
knowledge and learning) project (ROSETTA, 2009).
This project tries to design industrial robotic systems
that are suitable for working around and collaborat-
ing with humans in the manufacturing process. One
important aspect of their approach is a skill repository.

RoboEarth (Waibel et al., 2011), (Zweigle et al., 2009)
is a project aimed at creating a global repository for
all knowledge relevant to a robotic systems, including
information on environments, object models, action
recipes, and semantic information. The architecture is
organized in three layers, with the top layer being the
global database, which acts as an information server,
a second layer containing hardware independent func-
tions such as action recognition and semantic mapping,
and a bottom layer consisting of robot-specific imple-

mentations. Knowledge representation and processing
is handled by the KnowRob system. (Tenorth & Beetz,
2009)

3. System

This section will discuss the knowledge transfer frame-
work as it has been applied to the aerospace robot
application domain, or airplane assembly and manu-
facturing, as well as some important features of the as-
sembly taxonomy, and some overall strengths of using
the taxonomy. A demonstration of an implementation
of this will follow.

3.1. Modeling Language

We define a taxonomy for airplane assembly actions
(see figure 1) which is able to accurately capture all
of the capabilities a robot would need to perform the
highly complex task of building an airplane.

In this work, the taxonomy takes the form of a SysML
(OMG, 2010) model that specifies each of these ca-
pabilities. SysML (or Systems Model Language) is a
general modeling language for systems and systems en-
gineering, and is defined as an extension of the pop-
ular UML modeling language. One clear advantage
of using an expressive modeling language like SysML
is the ability to leverage tools associated with formal
modeling languages. Some of these tools include val-
idation and code generation. Validation, or model
checking, can be used to check that the model is well-
behaved. This tool can be used to verify that all of the
task requirements are met and that system constraints
are satisfied long before it is run on hardware, which
greatly reduces the overhead associated with testing
these potentially large, complex systems. Automatic
code generation can be used on the model to signif-
icantly simplify the task of generating and maintain-
ing the software implementation of the model. When
changes are made to the model, this tool can be used to
propagate those changes throughout the system, mak-
ing it easier to avoid potential conflicts between model
and implementation.

3.2. Abstraction & Hierarchy

Using a taxonomy to model complex tasks is a natural
choice, as a taxonomy is able to capture the hierarchi-
cal nature of task decomposition (figure 2).

Consider how a robot interacts with its environment.
Robots interact with the world by working toward
some objective, such as constructing an airplane wing.
These objectives can be decomposed into a sequence
of tasks that must be accomplished to successfully
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Figure 1. Taxonomy for manufacturing assembly task.

Figure 2. Hierarchy of task decomposition.

achieve the objective, such as attaching two sheets of
metal together using a bolt. Tasks can further be bro-
ken into skills required to achieve the task, like thread-
ing a bolt, and what are called in this work skill primi-
tives, which are simple, robot-specific actions like clos-
ing a gripper around an object.

Another aspect to consider is flexibility with respect
to the level of abstraction used. The taxonomy model
is able to dynamically adjust the level of abstraction
depending on the needs of the domain or objective.
One example that is highlighted here is the Fasten skill
(figure 3.)

3.3. Skill Primitive

Skill primitives refer to the set of basic, atomic actions
that a robot is able to perform. Examples include

Figure 3. The Fasten skill can be factored into several dif-
ferent skill primitives; Screw , Glue, and Rivet .

Transport , the basic action of moving from point A
to point B, or Slide , the skill to slide across the sur-
face of, say, a wing segment along a specific path or
trajectory.

Figure 4. Examples of different skill primitives.

Many of the skill primitives in the assembly taxon-
omy are straight forward and self-descriptive in their
function. For example, the Align skill primitive is a
necessary component that allows a robot to be able to
align itself with some feature in the environment, such
as an object’s pose, relative to some constraints. The
Insert skill primitive is needed to perform any type
of insertion task, such as peg-in-hole-type tasks, again
relative to certain constraints.

A clear benefit of representing skills in this way is
that it allows the representation to be independent
of both hardware and implementation. For example,
the Transport skill simply allows the task model to
specify that a movement action must be performed,
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without worrying about the details of which algo-
rithm must be used to perform that action. In fact
any algorithm or combination of algorithms or ap-
proaches could be used to perform that movement ac-
tion through any space, while still satisfying the re-
quirements of Transport .

3.4. Constraints

These skill primitives are defined in terms of the pa-
rameters, or constraints, that are placed on them by
system requirements for how the action is to be ex-
ecuted. Having a way to specify those requirements
and parameters is an essential part of the taxonomy,
and is included as shown in figure 5. The types of pa-
rameters and constraints depend on the type of action
needed.

Figure 5. Constraints on skill primitives.

3.5. Skill Library

In the proposed framework, a robot works toward ac-
complishing the objective through the execution of
skill primitives. However, sometimes a robot will come
across a series of skill primitives that are frequently
performed together repeatedly, such as those required
to fetch a part from the parts bin. In these cases, we
can take advantage of the hierarchical organization of
tasks, and define a high level skill whose parameters
satisfy the parameters for each of the component skill
primitives. We call the collection of these high level
skills available for easy reuse the skill library. An ex-
ample of this concept is presented below.

Algorithm 1 *

SCREW-INSERT (X,T)

1: DETECT
2: TRANSPORT(X)
3: ALIGN
4: INSERT
5: SCREW MOTION(T)
6: UNGRASP
7: RETRACT

For the operation of taking an object and screwing
it in at the appropriate location, the Screw-Insert
composition is defined. In it the necessary capabili-
ties are present, including moving the part to pose X
(the insertion point) , and screwing the part in with
parameters T , which is the torque threshold used to
determine when the action is complete. Similarly, the
Pick and Place compositions can also be defined.

3.6. Perception

An indispensable part of the effective use of the tax-
onomy is the interaction with the perception system.
Many different types of perception are required to ex-
ecute an assembly task, and the taxonomy is able to
facilitate this interaction. While the taxonomy dis-
cussed is essentially an action taxonomy, or a hier-
archy of the skills describing the actions a robot can
do, this must also include not just physical actions,
but all other actions the robot needs to complete the
task, such as detecting features in the environment.
This type of representation for perceptual actions is
one feature that is missing from many of the systems
mentioned in section 2.

The Detect skill primitive is essentially the interface
module into the perception actions. Constraints or pa-
rameters into this skill primitive are defined as features
to be detected, and include Object , Pose , Contact ,
and Force/Torque .

Figure 6. Detect skill.

These feature types handle the various types of per-
ception that is required in assembly. This would cover
sensors and algorithms that have to do with pose esti-
mation and object detection, such as cameras and 3D
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scanners, and other methods of finding and localizing
desired objects for manipulation. Other sensors of in-
terest that are useful in this context include contact
sensors and force/torque sensors for detecting contact
within the environment and performing complex, ac-
curate manipulation tasks.

4. Demonstration

In this section we discuss a demonstration prepared
to show how the taxonomy can be used to model as-
sembly tasks. The first example task used to illustrate
this point is the assembly of a model airplane using a
Baufix construction kit, as seen in figure 7.

Figure 7. Airplane constructed using toy kit.

The goal is to be able to assemble the model, seen
in the right side of the figure, using the component
parts shown in the image on the left. The toy parts
used to assemble the plane are simple, brightly colored
wooden construction parts such as screws, washers,
blocks, nuts and boards. The model airplane was built
using 17 individual parts.

With this objective in mind, and given the taxonomy
of the robot skills available, the next step was the cre-
ation of a SysML sequence model, or sequence dia-
gram, of the actual task the robot was to perform.
Several SysML sequence diagrams have been prepared
to demonstrate a method of using the taxonomy to
model the airplane assembly. The sequence diagram
is intended to show the organization of an assembly
objective into a sequence of actions that are to be per-
formed, and utilizes the skills described in the taxon-
omy as discrete steps in the sequence.

The diagram (figure 8) shows the model for the assem-
bly of the airplane using a single manipulator and a
static fixture designed specifically to aid the robot in
this airplane assembly task. This sequence diagram is
composed of three main lines; the Robot, the Fixture,
and a Part Bin. Each message from the robot to either
the fixture or part bin represent an instantiation of a
skill primitive (message 1 is a Detect , message 2 is
Align , etc.) It is assumed in this simulation that all
desired parts in the part bin are visible and accessi-
ble. Execution of the assembly sequence is performed

Part Bin Robot 1 Fixture

247.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

247: Screw

246: Align

245: Detect Pose

244: Transport

243: Pickup

242: Align

241: Detect Pose

240: Place

239: Align

238: Detect Pose

237: Transport

236: Pickup

235: Align

234: Detect Pose

233: Place

232: Align

231: Detect Pose

230: Transport

229: Pickup

228: Align

227: Detect Pose

226: Place

225: Align

224: Detect Pose

223: Pickup

222: Align

221: Detect Pose

220.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

220: Screw

219: Align

218: Detect Pose

217: Pickup

216: Align

215: Detect Pose

214.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

214: Screw

213: Align

212: Detect Pose

211: Transport

210: Pickup

209: Align

208: Detect Pose

207: Place

206: Align

205: Detect Pose

204: Transport

203: Pickup

202: Align

201: Detect Pose

200: Place

199: Align

198: Detect Pose

197: Transport

196: Pickup

195: Align

194: Detect Pose

193: Place

192: Align

191: Detect Pose

190: Transport

189: Pickup

188: Align

187: Detect Pose

186: Insert

185: Align

184: Detect Pose

183: Pickup

182: Align

181: Detect Pose

180.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

180: Screw

179: Align

178: Detect Pose

177: Transport

176: Pickup

175: Align

174: Detect Pose

173: Place

172: Align

171: Detect Pose

170: Transport

169: Pickup

168: Align

167: Detect Pose

166: Place

165: Align

164: Detect Pose

163: Transport

162: Pickup

161: Align

160: Detect Pose

159: Place

158: Align

157: Detect Pose

156: Transport

155: Pickup

154: Align

153: Detect Pose

152: Insert

151: Align

150: Detect Pose

149: Transport

148: Pickup

147: Align

146: Detect Pose

145.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

145: Screw

144: Align

143: Detect Pose

142: Transport

141: Pickup

140: Align

139: Detect Pose

138.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

138: Screw

137: Align

136: Detect Pose

135: Transport

134: Pickup

133: Align

132: Detect Pose

131.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

131: Screw

130: Align

129: Detect Pose

121: Transport

128: Transport

127: Pickup

126: Align

125: Detect Pose

124: Place

123: Align

122: Detect Pose

120: Pickup

119: Align

118: Detect Pose

117: Place

116: Align

115: Detect Pose

114: Pickup

113: Align

112: Detect Pose

111: Place

110: Align

109: Detect Pose

108: Transport

107: Pickup

106: Detect (Force/Torque)

105: Detect Pose

104: Place

103: Align

102: Detect Pose

101: Transport

100: Pickup

99: Align

98: Detect Pose

97: Insert

96: Align

95: Detect Pose

94: Transport

93: Pickup

92: Align

91: Detect Pose

90: Insert

89: Align

88: Detect Pose

87: Transport

86: Pickup

85: Align

84: Detect Pose

83: Insert

82: Align

81: Detect Pose

80: Transport

79: Pickup

78: Align

77: Detect Pose

76.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

76: Screw

75: Align

74: Detect Pose

73: Transport

72: Pickup

71: Align

70: Detect Pose

69.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

69: Screw

68: Align

67: Detect Pose

66: Transport

65: Pickup

64: Align

63: Detect Pose

62: Place

61: Align

60: Detect Pose

59: Transport

58: Pickup

57: Align

56: Detect Pose

55.1: Detect (Force/Torque)

55: Screw

54: Align

53: Detect Pose

52: Pickup

51: Align

50: Detect Pose

49: Place

48: Align

47: Detect Pose

46: Transport

45: Pickup

44: Align

43: Detect Pose

42: Insert

41: Align

40: Detect Pose

39: Transport

38: Pickup

37: Align

36: Detect Pose

35: Insert

34: Align

33: Detect Pose

32: Transport

31: Pickup

30: Align

29: Detect Pose

28: Insert

27: Align

26: Detect Pose

25: Transport

24: Pickup

23: Align

22: Detect Pose

21.1: Detect Force/Torque

21: Screw

20: Align

19: Detect Pose

18: Transport

17: Pickup

16: Align

15: Detect Pose

14: Place

13: Align

12: Detect Pose

11: Transport

10: Pickup

9: Align

8: Detect Pose

7: Insert

6: Align

5: Detect Pose

4: Transport

3: Pickup

2: Align

1: Detect Pose
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Figure 8. Sequence diagram for airplane assembly.

from top to bottom (as indicated by the numbered
messages.) As can be seen on the left of the diagram,
small groups of messages (skill primitives) comprise
stages (high level skills) in the assembly process. For
example, messages 1-3 can be thought to represent the
goal of getting part Tail1 from the part bin, while
messages 4-7 place Tail1 into the fixture. While only
a portion of the sequence diagram is shown (the first
17 actions), it took 258 actions, or instantiations of
skill primitives, to complete the assembly of the toy
airplane.

Figure 9. Airplane constructed using toy kit.

Figure 9 shows an image of the robot physically exe-
cuting the sequence diagram modeled in figure 8. It
was programmed using just the simple skill primitives
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necessary to complete the task, along with the appro-
priate parameterizations.

Figure 10. Vehicle constructed using toy kit.

Figure 10 shows the assembly of a second example, in
this case a type of vehicle model. In this case, high-
level skill compositions from the skill library (which
are composed of the individual skill primitives) were
used to build the vehicle model. All assembly was done
using the Pick , Place , and the Screw-Insert skills.
This second example demonstrates the utility of using
high-level skills to simplify the programming problem,
as well as the flexibilty of the skill representation in
using the same knowledge to model different tasks.

For actual execution on the robot, a few assumptions
were made for the demonstration. For example, the
assumption was made that the pose estimation could
be reliable done, both of the individual parts as well
as the locations on the fixture, and so predetermined
poses were used to simplify the setup. Using this as-
sumption, and the parameterized skill primitive taxon-
omy model, the robot was successfully able to assembly
both the toy airplane and the vehicle models.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a taxonomy for as-
sembly tasks in the domain of manufacturing and in-
dustrial robotics. We have proposed this taxonomy
as a robust and flexible method for modeling assembly
task descriptions that are generalizable across multiple
manufacturing tasks in various configurations. This
can be a relatively simple and efficient method for
simplifying robot programming and reusing knowledge
across these robotic systems, easing the transition to
new systems and system configurations, as well as re-
ducing time and financial overhead.

Current and future work with this taxonomy includes
a demonstration for how well this approach general-
izes across hardware platforms. Work will also focus

on how it aids in the general problem of knowledge
transfer with humans in the loop, including program-
ming by demonstration and other methods.
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